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AffiTRACT

This

st~

was conducted to determine the technological feasibility

of using a tube transport (pipeline) system to supplement and partially
eliminate the present inadequate solid waste collecting and transporting
techniques employed in most cities throughout the United States.

Specific

objectives were to develop a practical pipeline system for the transport
of refuse b,y means of a fluid and to determine the uniformity of composition of refuse.

The hydrodynamic characteristics of each transport

medium, water and Chemical Emulsion., W-4088, were to be determined also.
Another item

o~

interest was the degree of grinding necessary to trans-

port refuse by pipeline.
An experimental tube transport pilot plant model was constructed

in a building at the University of Missouri-Rolla.

The basic equipment

consisted of a Bul.l.dog .I:la.mmermill, a Moyno sewage sludge pump, a 20
horsepower electric motor and a 100 foot loop of four-inch PVC piping.
A quantity of retus e from a rural area of Rolla, Missouri, was
obtained and hand sorted to determine its composition.

The results

were then compared with figures established throughout the United States.
Refuse used for the flow studies was shredded in the ha.DI!Iermill
until it was reduced to a maximUlll size of 3/4 inch.

The ground waste

was then placed in a 300-gallon reservoir where it was mixed with the
transporting liquid.

This mixture was then pumped around the circuit

for sufficient time to obtain the required ~odynamic characteristics.
To determine head loss values, a Dwyer manometer ard three Ashcroft
pressure gauges with ohaaical seals were used.

iii
The refuse study indicated that, for a given area, the composition
of refuse oan be predicted within reasonable limits.

The Bulldog Ham-

mermill ground all refuse oomponents adequately, with the exception of
soft plastic bottles, and the Moyno sewage sludge pump was folll'd capable
of transporting refuse slurries with a miniMum of wear to the moving
parts.
The hydrodynamio characteristics established that the chemical
emulsion exhibited a larger head loss than that of water for the range
of flow rates studied.
head loss, however.

The water yielded a higher rate of increase in

For the range of now rates investigated, water

would be more economical ard easier to ba!dl.e as a transporting fiuid.
I f the percentage of refuse to be transported was very high,water could

not be used as a carrier.

The emulsion, however, is capable of trans-

porting much higher percentages of payload (up to 50 percent by volume).
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1

I.

INTRODUCTION

In 1966 it was estilll&ted that approximately 800 Million pounds or
solid wastes were produced daily in the United States (1).

The amount

or refuse generated today has increased considerably to over a billion
pounds per day.

Existing collection and transportation methods for

municipal refuse are costly, inadequate, and destructive to urban transportation.

Improper storing, handling an:l disposing or solid wastes

may also create a serious public health hazard.
The rapid increase in the amount ot refuse produced, coupled with
longer hauling distances to disposal sites has pointed out the need for
a better and more efficient method for refuse collection and transportation.

St. Louis, Missouri may be used as a typical example ot the

increasing volUIII.e or refuse.

An annual increase or approximately two

percent was recorded tor solid waste production during the years or 1963
to 1968 as compared to a 10 percent increase in 1969 (2).
Along with increased volumes and haul.ing distances the growing
associated costs ot transportation, collection, and disposal must be
considered.

It has been conservatively estimated that 1.n the United

Sta tea it costs approximately tour and one halt billion dollars annually
to dispose or refuse.

or these expenditures, approximately 85 percent

or the cost must be applied to collection and transportation with the
remaining 15 percent used tor actual disposal (.3).

One example of such

high costs is the City of San Diego, California, which reports a cost

ot $10.61 per ton for specificallY the collection and transportation of
municipal refuse (4).

In other California cities, refuse must be

trucked into aountain ravines since suitable disposal sites are no
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longer available near the communities where the waste is generated.
The majority of refuse generated in the United States is disposed
of in what is considered as an "improper manner".

This refuse is placed

in open dumps or improperly operated landfills which technically should
be classified as open dumps.

The large lani areas required for this

material are not suitable for most types of heavy construction am
valuable materials in the waste that could be recycled back into iniustry
are lost.

If refuse material could be brought to a central location and

processed, it would reduce the continuing drain on natural resources.
Instead of distributing the waste from a large area into many d'UlllpS an:i
landfills it could be consolidated at one central point.
A research project was initiated at the University of MissouriRolla to investigate the technological and economical feasibility of
using a tube (or pipe) system to transport urban refuse.

This experi-

mental approach was designed to supplement ani partially eliminate the
inadequate solid waste handling techniques now employed in many cities.
To incorporate a waste disposal pipeline system. into an urban area would
necessitate systematic technological procedures that le&d to a wellplanned, ef'ficientl.y operated collection system as compared with present
disorganiBed operations in some cities.
The ideal situation would be to exclude present methods ot collection ani transport& tion entirely ani have iniividual home grirders each
connected to a coMJilOn waste pipeline system.

This wou1d enable house-

holders to immediately dispose of approxiDiately' 98 percent of all refuse
produced in the home, and at the same time eliminate the garbage can ani
all of' the associ& ted probl811S.
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With the urban complexity of older established cities, however, it
would be dif"ficult to install individual grinding units in each household
or to construct the massive system necessary to bardle the entire city
on an individual resident basis.
combine a more

e~ficient

transport system.

Perhaps a better solution Jllight be to

collection system With a less complex pipeline

This would allow the construction or several sub-

station gri:niers and the reduction or the haul distance required by the
trucks •

This • however • would not eliminate the garbage can; but it

would increase the

ef~ioienoy o~

Another application

o~

present collection systems.

tube transport for established cities would

be in buildings and apartment complexes.

These housing units could have

their own points or introduction into a pipeline and taererore eliminate
collection by other methods.
A tube transport system would be ideally suited to new cities that
are being planned and constructed throughout the lJn1ted Statea.

The

complete syst• could be designed with the city as a unit, thus elillinating the usual probl811S (such as excavated streets) associated With
construction.

This aspect would also greatly reduce the cost of in-

stallation.
Possibly in:ii vidual home grinders could be developed and installed
in each household thus creating a direct line ~m the point or production to a disposal or recycling site.
Increasing problems associated With refuse and its transportation
have indicated the need ~or the development o~ an improved and more
efficient method

~or

processing ard transporting solid wastes to a
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disposal or processing site.
A.

Objectives
This study was conducted to determine the feasibility of collecting

and transporting refuse by utilization of a grinding step and a transportation (pumping) step.

To accomplish these objectives, a pilot plant

was constructed and operated for a sufficient amount of time to establish
this feasibility.

Several preliminary runs were made to determine oper-

ating difficulties, necessary modifications on the system, ani develop
procedures for obtaining accurate data.
The specific objectives of this study were:

1.

To develop a practical pipeline systet11 for the transport of
refuse by means of a fluid.

2.

To determine the uniformity of composition of refuse •

.3.

To determine the degree of grinding necessary to transport
refuse by pipeline.

4.

To evaluate the hydrodynamic characteristics of each transport
medium.

5.

To evaluate the performance of the lll&jor equipment used during
the study.

B.

Scope
In order to achieve the proposed objectives • a pilot plant 111odel

was constructed in a building at the University of Missouri-Rolla.
work performed at the pilot plant site was comprised of the following:
1.

A sttdy of the refuse grinding capabilities of the Bulldog
balftlllermil.l*.

16aerndl.l.s, Inc. , Cedar Rapids, Iowa
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2.

Observation and overall evaluation or the performance or the
Moyno pump* and polyvinyl chloride piping.

3.

A study or the hydrodynamic properties of two basic types of

refuse slurries; one composed of refuse am water, am the
s eoond composed of refuse and emulsion.

4.

Physical observation of the slurries during pumping operations.

Du.e to confusion associated with solid waste's terminology, a
Glossary of Terms was prepared and listed in Appendix I.

*George F. Heath CompaJ\Y, Ino., St. Louis. Missouri
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW'

A review of literature was conducted to obtain available information
regarding the collection and disposal of solid wastes, and the pumping
of various types of solids in pipelines.

There is limited information

available on solld waste transportation by pipelines, ard most references
on solid-liquid slurries deal with lllining materials.

The literature re-

view will therefore be divided into a general discussion of solid waste
disposal and transportation of solids in liquids.
A.

Solld Waste Disposal
According to Anderson (5} the solid waste problem is f'undaaentall.y

an environmental health problem with the most prevalent disposal system
of serious danger to health being the open dump with its .flies ard rats.
He points out that some of' the many diseases that can be transmitted by
flies are typhoid fever, cholera, summer diarrhea, dysentary, tuberculosis, anthrax, and opthalmia.

Plague, murine typhus fever, rat-bite

fever, trichinosis, meningitis and rabies are a few of the diseases
translllitted by rats and mice.

In addition to the diseases transmitted

by insect or animal vectors, air pollution is becoming a more serious

probl•.

Open dumps, where burning is used to reduce the volume of

solid wastes, almost always produce large quantities of smoke and odors.
Improperly designed and operated municipal incinerators also contribute
significant quantities of air contaminants.

Added to these sources,

backyard trash burners, on-site incinerators, and on-site open burning
of bul.lc;,y refu.se contribute additional air pollution in aost cOIIIIIlU.nities.
Water pollution is also becoming a serious factor in the solid
waste outlook.

Where ever refuse is deposited on lard, the effect on
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surface water and undergroUl'Xl water can be very signif'icant.
Anderson further pointed out that the California State Water
Pollution Control Board comucted a stu::ly that irdicated three basic
mechanisms by which refuse fills can pollute ground water: a) direct
horizontal leaching of the refuse by ground water, b) vertical leaching
by percolating water, an:l c) the transfer of gases produced during refuse

decomposition by diffusion and convection.
It was also stated that the Department ot Sanitation ot New York
City found that arthritis, cardiovascular diseases, and hernia could all
be classified as occupational diseases ot refuse collectors.

Sanitation

workers were also toun:l to U.ve an extr•ely higb. injury trequenoy rate,
exceeding that ot all otaer occupations previously studied, witk the
exception of logging.
The Wrapping Reclamation Coapany of Budapest with JOO employees
makes alaost ~1,000,000 a year trom waste that normally would be discarded

( 6).

Th.e coapany has contacts with all the factories ard industrial co-

operatives in Hungary and buys 6,500 tons ot rubbish as raw Jl&teri&l
each year.

The business is based on the b¢ng and reclaiming of use-

less material, witlt glassware the largest portion, incl\ding everything
from medicine bottles to acid carboys.

Salvage material includes scrap

ma teri&l and cardboard cartons which are

~~&de

into wooden packing oases

an:l paper sacks.
In Houston, Texas ( 7) a private coapany un:ler contract with the

oity composts over JOO tons of Jllixed residential and co-ercial refuse
every day • six days a week.

Since the beginning ot operations in late
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Nov8lllber 1966, over 65,000 tons of waste have been converted into
salvageable items and compost products.

Only two to three percent or

the raw material, by weight, had to be disposed of by lardfill.

The

compost product, after final grinding and with no upgrading, sells for
$12 per ton f .o.b. Houston in bulk shipments.
A secorrl company, also under contract with the city, composted
over 8000 tons of mixed refuse during the first four months of 1967.
However, pressure by' a group of citizens in the general area of the
plant forced the city to stop supplying refuse ard the plant ceased
operations.
According to Lonergan and Herson (8) the organic material contained
in solid wastes is potentially a veey valuable resource.

If organic

wastes could be utilized, they could possibly supply much of man's needs,
incl\Kiing food, medicine, organic chemicals, heat, fertilizer, soil
com.itioning materials ard reclaimed land.

The problem is to separate

or change the form of the organics or both so that they can be converted
directly into useful products, or into intermediate resources tor mald.ng
useful products •
One of the earliest examples of this practice was hog feeding.
Garbage was collected separately from refuse.
hogs for the production of pork.

It was cooked ani fed to

With present technology and strict

sanitation controls, hog feeding could be both econondcal a!d sanitary.
Another solid wastes process for the re-entry of solid wastes into
the reuse cyole that baa decreased in this country is the salvage of
raga, glass, paper, a!d tin cans from household refuse.

Most plants
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salvaging these materials bave been disuntled or closed down due to
increased labor costs, low market value, or increased harrlling costs
resulting from the currect collection practices of combining various
refuse components at their source.

A few companies still successfully

operate tin can recovery facilities where after detinning, the cans are
used for ferrous scrap.

Tin cans may also be used in the production or

copper b,y the copper precipitation process.
One of the most important reuse processes is the salvaging ot
scrap metals.

In recent years, the scrap industry provided approx:irlately

40 m.i l lion tons of scrap metal for the steel industry.

There has been

a decrease in the use of scrap, however, because of the demam tor a
product with a higher purity.
is ending up in d1.111ps.

Therefore, more and more of the scrap

'l."b.ese attempts at reclamation indicate tba.t the

process has the possibility or maqy economic advantages as well as the
added benefit of conservation or natural resources.
Hic~n

(9) bas deterndned that the ujor physical categories in

solid wastes vary geographioall.y' across the United States, but the
variance is not greatly significant, as imioated in Table I.

He also

found that the percentages b,y weight of these major coaponents within
collected solid wastes varies somewhat as shown in Table II.
Preliminary analyses of data from studies conducted b,y tae Federal
Solid 'wlastes Program indicated that the socioeoonondc level of a neighborhood influences tlle amount aD:l types of solid wastes produced.

Hick-

man stated that in a study recently conducted in Cinoimw.ti on wastes
from. apartment houses, it was discovered that wastes trc. high-income
apartm.ent laouses ware significantly bulkier tllan those tl'Olll low-income
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TABLE I.

Major Physical categories ot Solid wastes
i.n the Uni tad. States
Materi.al (~)*
Location

Paper

Metal

Glass

Garbage

Wood

Plastics.
Synthetics

New Jersey

51

8

4

10

4

4

Ill.i.noi.s

42

9

6

14

-

-

Ohio

42

9

8

28

3

3

Arizona

43

10

8

22

2

1

California

54

7

2

15

2

2

-

9

6

11.

-

-

-

10

7

3

26

<1

5

Kentucky
New York

40

8

Tennessee

46

11

11.

*All percentages are by weight on a wet basis.
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TABLE II.

Range Variation for the Physical Categories
ot Solld Wastes in the United Statea
Material

Component Range (~)·

Metal Products

8-11

Glass Products

8-11.

Paper Products

40-54

Food Wastes

10-26

Yard wastes

J-80

Wood Products

J-70

Plastic Products

1-20

Cloth, rubber, synthetics

1-20

Dirt, ashes , rooks, etc.

1-50

Density (unc011pacted) or mixed refuse = 200-500 lba./ou. yd.
•All percentages by weight on a wet basis.
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apartment houses because o£ an excessive amount of empty glass quartbottles in the high-incOJie apartment house waste containers.
In addition to the geographic, social, ard econollic factors,
administrative policies of the community can also influence the character

ot municipal solid wastes. Kan,y coununitiea collect only residential
ani comm.ercial wastes; still other

OOIIIDluni ties

collect nothing, but let

private businesses solve the citizens 1 solid waste probl.a.

Many

COJIDlunities also limit the type o£ solid wastes disposed or at their
facilities.
Knowledge o£ the peysical characteristics o£ aunicipal solid wastes
is necessary as a basis tor developing solid waste storage, collection,
ani disposal.
Hickman goes on to say tba t the chemical analysis o£ solid wastes
is very involved and CODlplax ani that no staniard aethods exist tor use
in such studies.

tn.tilla te analyses or municipal solid wastes in:iicate

that there are seven major cl'laaioal compenents with a range or reasonable
values to be expected as is given in Table III.
The quantities or nitrogen and other

or~nic

materials that llligkt

have value tor compost are unfortunately very low.
is extr•ely low, which should

~~~&ke

The sulfur content

solid wastes a fairly good fuel tr01f1

an air pollution stan:ipoint, but its variability in Btu's ard aoisture
makes it a very ditticul.t fuel to work with.
Keyt (10) bas stated that sOIIle k1n:i or U...erlllill would provide tlte
beat solution to the waste crushing problea.

All.

or

the •chines which

have been suocessful.q used tor th:is purpose res•ble ha.!lll'lermills,

lJ

TABLE III.
Percentage of Major Chemical Components
tor Mixed Refuse in the United States
Element

Percentage Range*

Moisture

1_5.00-50.0

Carbon

1.5. 00-.JO. 0

~ogen

2.00- 5.0

OXygen

12.00..24.0

Nitrogen

0.20- 1.0

Sulfur

0.02- 0.1

Ash am Metal
Btu Value

= .J000-6000

10.00-25.0
Btu per pound

*All percentages b,y weight on a wet basis.
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whether they are actually given the name or not.
The reason that the haiiUI'lernd.ll is such a good choice is because it
can be constructed to provide both shear ani compressive stresses for the
purpose of fracturing the material fed into it.

One pass through a ham-

mermill may not result in a material which is small enough to be carried
by water in a slurry.

Therefore, it may be necessary to use at least

two or more suoh mills in series so that the en:l product will be f'ine
enough.

A feedback syst• may also be used where pieces too large to

drop through a screen are sent back by conveyor for f'urther processing
in the crusher.

Large dense uncrushable items must be allowed to accu-

mulate and be transported by truck to a disposal location or perhaps be
sold for reclamation purposes.
Keyt made a survey in the form of questionnaires which were sent
to various companies to evaluate the ha111111ermills being used by these
companies.

A sample questionnaire, which was COlllpleted by the Stedman

Foundry aui Machining Company is shown in Figure 1.

This particular

illustration is a good example of' the Wide variety of materials that
can be accepted by a hammermill ani what effect the mill bas on these
items.
Harold Rafton, a chemical engineer in the paper i:rdwstry, thinks
f'uture region&l. reclamation plana will make it possible to recover ard
re-use many val.uable materials now being thrown away (11).
recla~~&tion

He recOIIIJDends

plants where metal, lumber, tires and other large objects

would be sorted by hand and sold to shredding plants.

The 11etal pieces

could be shredded aui sold as scrap to steel companies for reuse aui
lumber could be chipped aui used u

aulch to enrich the soU for highway
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Name of Company

STEDMAN FOUNDRY AND MACHINING COMPANY

Type of Machine (e.g. ball crusher) SWING HAMMER AND ROLLING RING
Operation is Wet Only_____ Dry Only_____ Wet or Dry_...:x:.:...._ _
Based on past experience, describe the effluent (or effect on machine)
if the items listed in the left column are fed into this type of machine.
Place a letter in the column whose heading most nearly represents the
effluent. Use "F"•known fact, "O"•opinion.
~
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F

Books

F

Rags

F

Auto tire

0

Plastic bottles

F

Bones

F

Garbage

F

Bricks

F

Wood

F

Sma.ll appliances

F

Tin cans

F

Clothes hangers

F

Hand tools

F

Metal chips

F

Coils of wire

F

Glass bottles
Large bolts

Figure 1.
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Saaple Questionnaire on the Evaluation of Haaaermills
Used for Grinding Solid Wastes
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beautification projects.

Tires could go to scrap rubber plants where

the fabric would be separated for reuse frol!l the metal ard wire components.
Paper arrl plastics could be separated
imitation wood.

am

made into wallboard or

Hard plastics could be blended with a solvent ani ex-

truded into a low qual.ity but usable pl.astic.
Unfortunately, Rafton's future reclaution plant would net accept
garbage, but other methods are being developed to separate and utilize
the garbage.

Garbage could possibly be used as a fuel for steam turbines

as in Europe.
According to Myler ( 12) , Dtore than half of the :nation's

COJaunities

over 5000 in population dispose of their wastes in a fashion described
by the Public Health Service as

11

illlproper".

Open dUMping accounts for

nearly 80 percent of all waste disposed of in this country.
In a typical 7ear Anlericans throw away 48 billion cans, 26 billion
bottles, more than JO Dlillion tons of paper, 4 million tons of pl.astios,
and 100 million worn out tires weighing a llillion tons.
B.

Transportation of Solids in Liquids
The transport of solids by liquid is not new, dating back to between

JOOO and 4000 B.C. when the Greeks ani Romans constructed sewer systems,
but perhaps the 110st recent application of pipeline transfer of solids
is to be fourxi in the lllining irrlustry.

Zan:ii (lJ) bas preposed a systeftl by wlU.ch s•lid wastes could be
oellected and transported by pipeline using water as the carrying rn.ediUI'Il.
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Zandi 's studies have shown that when refuse is to be transported over a

long distance such as froa the Center City of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

to the disposal site, a pipeline system of this type would be more economical than the conventional collection and transportation methods now
being applied.
Yen and Zandi (14) stated that when a solid-liquid mixture is conveyed through a pipe, four hydrodynatrd.c conditions mAy develop, depending
upon the properties of the transporting medium, the properties of the
transported material, the properties of the pipeline and the now
characteristics.

These conditions are classified as homogeneous flow,

heterogeneous flow, intermediate flow, ard saltation.

They went on to

define heterogeneous flow as that occuring when solid particles are
coarse, of high density, ani the aean velocity of the now is relatively
low, such that the combined effects establish a definite concentration
gradient in the cross section of the pipe.

In this type of system the

susperded matter does not change the rheological properties of tb.e
conveying nuid, and solid ani fluid phases behave somewhat separately.
Much work has been done to obtain knowledge of the hydrodynalllics of
heterogeneous flow, but most of the information acquired is empirical
in nature and limited in scope.

The authors go on to say that very

little work has been reported in regard to either the velocity profile
or the concentration distribution in a heterogeneous flow in pipes.
According to Zan:li (15) intermediate regime now occurs wllen
corditions of homogeneous ard heterogeneous

now

exist siaultaneously.

This is possible w1aen the fine particles fora a hODlogeneous Jlixture
usually resul.ting in the alteration of the rheological properties of
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the conveying nuid.
density gradient.

The coarse part partially separates and forms a

In most iniustrial applications the material to be

transported usually contains particles

or

different sizes.

intermediate regime flow can be expected quite frequently.

Tlleref'ore,
Unfortunately,

not much work has been done i.n this very important area.
Zardi goes on to say that according to Koch practiaal.J3 all present

(1964} pipeline install.ations - some with as many as six substations are operated by remote control ani that Smith ani wasp feel that the
indepenience or pipeline from inflationary labor costs is one of' the
ll&jor assets or this type or transportation.

Zandi continues to say that now, theoretically, any solid, as
long as it cannot react with the carrying fiuid or it does not urdergo
any desirable change during preparation or separation, may be transported in th:1s manner.

There are a number of' advantages associated with

the pipelining or solids.

These inolude: 1) simplicity or i.nstallation

as compared with the construction or a new highway or rail.road, 2) low
manpower requi.reaents for construction, operatien, and maintenance,
J) possibility or complete autoaa tion, 4) eliDdnati.on or traffic problems

associated with trucking, 5) all-weather operat.ion even in difficult and
remote terrain, and 6) capability of hardJ.ing a large volume or .aterials
With a relatively small pipe.

The disadvantages associated with pipelines

are: 1) that not all materials can be transported through pipea, 2) th.e
system is in general inflexible as to the location or receiving am
delivery points, ard. J) it 1s also inflexible as far as capaoi.ty or the
syst• is concerned.
Despite the variab111ty ef coat associated With a slurry pipeline,
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Zandi states that:

1) the unit cost in terms of cost per ton lftile

decreases considerably with distance, 2) because or the large carrying
capacity or a pipeline, the system woul.d be economically attractive when
the volume of solids to be transported is large, J) because or the requirement or preparation at the source arxl separation at the point of
destination there is a minimum unit cost associated with solid pipeline
which cannot be reduced by increasing volume, and 4) the useful. lite or
the project shoul.d be long enough to permit the complete amortization

ot the cost of installation.
The major portion of varia bill ty in cost comes fi-ODI facilities
required for preparation an:i separation.

Shoul.d there be no need for

these installations the unit cost will be considerably decreased.
Zandi (16) suggested that if the distance between points of generation and of disposal was short (one or two Dd.les) a pneumatic system
could serve the purpose.

In Sundeberg, a suburb or Stockholm, Sweden,

a vacuum. sealed pipeline system presently collects the solid waste of
approximately 5000 apartments.

The solid waste was swept along in an

air stream or about 90 feet per seoon:i mean velocity.

The destination

ot this waste was an iooinerator of a space heating plant, 1. 7 miles
away, from which heat was distributed to the residential area.

Un:ier-

gro'Ul¥i pipes in this system range in diaMeter from 20 to 24 inches.
Sufficient vacuum was produced by five turbo-extractors, each drl.ven by
a 100 lew electric motor.

Upon the completion, in the sUIIIIIler of 1969, of

5000 apartaents, for which the system was designed, about 20 hours of
operation were necessary.
No pre-sizing

ot waste was required when its dimensions are less

20

than 20 inches.

This is almost 98 percent of all household wastes.

It

was reported that even a oar battery could be carried through the Swedish
system.

In the eight years that th.e system has been in operation no

clogging bas occurred.
When the haulage is more than a few miles, ard/or the total volunte
of waste in the pipe at a single moment is excessive, the pneumatic
system becomes impractical or uneconondcal.
requires pre-sizing of materials.

A slurry system, however,

This implies that for a total slurry

systeDl a crusher or shredder is needed at each point of generation.

The

presently available pre-sizing units are too massive am too expensive
to be installed in each building.

Zandi bas therefore recOIIIIIlemed two

alternative plans, A) to adopt a semi..autonratio systetll, utilizing trucks
to collect the solid waste ot dif'ferent neighborhoods am r811love it to
various slB&ll, centrally located points where the wastes will be C!1JShed
ard mixed with a small percentage of sewage to produce slurry to be
pumped. over long distances tor disposal (ot course this system bas ll&ny

ot the disadvantages associated with truck collection), or B) to coabine
pne'Ullla tic am slurry systems where pneUIII& tic pipelines will replace the
truck collection ot alternative A.

The c•binatien

•t

pneW~&tic

aDi

slurry systems produces a very flexible scheae which is fully autOJI&tic,
capable of long distance transport, and does not require a pre-sizing
un1t at each bul.ding.

Table

rv

(16) compares the benefits and costs ot a pipeline system

tor the Center City ot Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Direct costs ot the

present systea were assumed. to be the benefits ot the pipeline system..
For the purpose ot coaparison tllree alternate points t4 disposal were

TABlE IV.

Benefits and Costs Comparison of a Pipeline System Versus a Truck Collection System
for the Center City of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Design Period
Distance to
Disposal Site
Mode of
Collection

Present Technological Capabilities&
in Millions of Dollars
(Systems can be Constructed Today)
0
miles

20c,d
miles

50c,d
miles

Moderate Advances a' b in Crushing
and Pumping and Reduced Cost
of Mass Produced Discharge Valves
0
mlles

20c,d
miles

50c,d
miles

I
!

Truck Pipe- Truck Pipe- Truck Pipe- Truck Pipe- Truck Pipe- Truck Pipelinee
line8
line 8
linee
linee
line 8

50 Years Study
Period Using:
1. Mean of
present costs

67.5 128.9 100.6 136.4 153.2 146,8 67.50 105.6 100,6 112.7 153.2 122.6

2. Present costs*
on a $/ton
basis

86.0 128.9 119.4 1)6,4 1?2.0 146.8 86.00 105.6 119.4 112.7 172,0 122,6
-~~

*Based on a statistically constructed variable.
(a) The indirect benefits of pipeline systems are not included in this comparison.
(b) A 2~ decrease in the costs of blowers, crusher-pumps and discharge valves (vacuum seals) is assumed.
(c) Cost of truck transport is assumed to be 5¢/ton/mile.
(d) An annual increase of 2,0% in quantity of solid waste is assumed.
(e) These figures include the collection of bulky material which is $3,000,000 over the next 50 years
at the 1968 cost (estimated that it will cost $20/ton to remove the bulky materials).
N

~
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selected (zero, twenty ard fifty miles) ard the design period was 50 years.
The table indicated that for a haul distance
tion is more economical.

or

50 miles pipeline collec-

A system of this type could be or interest to

Philadelphia considering the fact that they have just recently formula ted
a contract to transport solid wastes more than one hundred miles by way
or railroad.
On October 26, 1967, the world's first long distance iron ore slurry
line was put into service by Savage River Mines (17).

The Savage River

Mine, located in the northwestern portion or the state or Tasll&nia,
Australia, was first discovered in the 1870's.

The low grade m&gnetio

ore containing titaniWII was investigated many tiDies by many c0111panies
since it presented several major problems.

The area was considered

inaccessible, rugged and too far fro11 the coast for transportation using
normal means.

The mine produces approximately 5,000,000 long tons or

crude ore annually, which is grourd in autogenous mills, separated
magnetically, thickened and prepared for the pipeline.

The 53-mile

pipeline transports the 2,250,000 tons or concentrate north to Port
Latta.

The Port Latta facilities incll¥ie the receiving, storage ard

thickening equipment for the slurry as well as filtering, balling ani
pelletizing equipment to produce the 2,250,000 tons or high grade iron
ore pellets •
A buildup of gangue materials on the interior pipe walls was anticipated and therefore facilities for scraping or "pigging" the line were
provided.

The lAUl".Ching trap was provided at the pumping station ani a

receiving trap was provided at the Port Latta tel"'dnal.

By means or a

test loop • it was possible _to confirm the "V&rious design parameters ard

2)
the ability to shut down ard restart the line without actual.l.y colllllitting
slurry to the main11ne.

One area of special conoern in this connection

was the ability to start up and shut down the slurry in the Savage River
span.

This was of particular concern since it was known that a slurry

tends to compact as it is subject to vibration.

By a series or 24-hour

tests, using slurry in pipe sections lllounted on various points along the
span, it was determined that no compaction of the slurry would occur.
This was done un:ier various wird conditions so as to get reasorw.ble
samples of the type of vibrations which would occur in operation.

No

problems were encountered in this area; therefore the spans on a shut
down - start up basis were treated like any other section of the line.
Although it was never proven necessary, considerable thought was
given to plug location ard removal.

For example, it was possible to

''locate" the valve at Port Latta by inducing a pressure wave at Savage
R1 ver and by deterMining the ti11le travel of the wa.ve ard its renection
from the closed valve, representing a plug, confirm the location of the
valve.

This method could then be used to locate any plugs.

Another

device which was tested out as an aid to deplugging the line was a
demonstration of the ability to isolate the plug once it was located by
freezing the slurry in the line on either side of the plug so that the
pipe could be cut ard the line cleared.

These experilllents demonstrated

the ability of a plug of ice to withstand even 2000 pourds of pressure
ard not cause the line to fracture.

This "deplugging 11 work was oarried

out tor psychological purposes to cordition the operators so that in
case the line di.d plug they could unplug it.

No ditficulty bas been

a:perienoed. whatsoever in this area even though the l:1ne bas been subjected to operating conditions more extraae tban the design specifications.
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By using a pressure relief system combined with slow sequential

starting of the pumps, the discharge pressure was controlled and the
flow could be re-established within 1.5 minutes without any detrimental
trail out or settling of slurry.

The line was restarted on numerous

occasions after down-times of up to 24 hours without any detrimental
effects.
It is felt that this now proven type of transportation wi.th its
low capital and operating costs cannot be ignored in the evaluation of
any new project.

The technical success of the pipeline was considered

to be important, but it should also be recognized that a 79 million
dollar project commitment was based on the absolute necessity of its
successful operation.
Table V gives a summary of the major solids pipelines that have
been successfully operated in the United States and various other
countries.
A research project was initiated at the University of MissouriRolla to investigate the technological ard economical feasibility of
using a tube transport system to elindnate the present inadequate solid
waste handling techniques employed in most cities (18).

A transport

$ystem of this type would consist of a griniing process and a transport
method.

The transportation of wastes would be achieved by suspe!ding

the grourd refuse in a fluid (19).

To incorporate suoh a pipeline

system into an urban area would necessitate greater technological procedures arr:l lead to the organization of a well-Planned, efficiently
opera ted collection syst• in contrast to the present disorganized
operations.

TABLE V.

Commercial Solid-Liquid Slurry Pipelines
I'

Company

1

Location

Material
Coal

Length
Miles

Diameter
Inches

108

10

Particle
Size

Percent Solids
Weight
Volume

52

Years in
Operation

Consolidation

Ohio

American
Gilsonite

Utah

Gilsonite

72

6

8m x 0

46

45

8 years

England

Limestone

57

10

48m x 0

61

37

1 year

Columbia
Cement

Columbia

Limestone

9.2

5

lOOm x 0

55

31

22 years

Trinidad
Cement

Trinidad

Li.Jiestone

5.9

8

4fa

X

0

6o

36

8 years

South
African
Coapanies

South
Africa

Gold
Tailings

21.5

6,9

2&

X

0

50

27

11 years

Confidential

Washington

Limestone

42

8

48m

X

0

55

31

Under Construction

Savage
River
Mines

Tasmania

Iron
Concentrate

53

9

lOOm x 0

60

24

1 year

I

'Rugby
Cement

14m

X

0*

40

6 years

~
I

I

~-

•14m x 0 - Indicates that all particles smaller than 14 mesh are transported.
N

\.11
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III.
A.

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY

Equipm.ent
The first stage in this stuc:Jy was to decide what basic equipment

was needed and then determine an approximate design for the pilot plant.
As soon as the approximate space requirement was established it was

necessary to obtain a laboratory on the campus that would be suitable
for housing such a project.
The basic equipment consisted of a Bulldog Hammermill Model lCF. a
SW'G 12H type CDQ Moyno sewage sludge pump, and a 20 horsepower electric

motor on a sliding track to operate both the ha111111ermill an::i the pump.
A 100 foot test loop of four inch polyvinyl chloride piping, shown in

Figure 2, was connected to the pUIIlp.

The discharge end or the piping

was elevated into a barrel attached to a 300 gallon metal reservoir.
Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental pUot plant
model used in the study.

1.

Hammermill
In order to grind the waste to a size suitable for pumping, it was

necessary to acquire some type of grin::ier.

A Bulldog liammermill, Model

lCF was furnished through the Civil Engineering Department at the University of Missouri-Rolla.

At"ter discussion with a representative of the

Bulldog Hammerm:ill Company it was determined that the grin:ier would have
to be modified in order to process the municipal waste properly.

Mod-

ifications were made by changing the 9 "T" hammers. already in the mill,
to 33 paoal lcn1fe-type bar hallllllers which would perforM a shredding action
rather than the crushing action or the "T" ba111111ers.

It was also necessary

to r•ove the 1/8 inch gratings atd install another set of gratings

Figure 2.

Four-Inch Polyvi.n yl Chloride Pipeline Used for
the Experillental Tube Transport Pilot Plant
N
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capable of passing

3/4 inch particles.

To operate properly and eliminate

danger to the operator, the hamm.ernd.ll, shown in Figure 4, was modified
with a feed bin.

The feed bin was constructed, according to the required

specifioa tions, by a local welding company*.

The hammermill was then

elevated about eight inches from the floor and bolted into the top of
two railroad ties, one on each side of the machine.

Elevation was for

the ease of removing the ground material from the bottom or discharge
end of the grinder.

The added benefit of the cushioning effect of the

ties was also obtained.
After the initial operation of the h&mmermill, it was found that
more efficient operation was achieved if the material was added after
the mill had come up to its maximum speed of approximately 1200 rpms.
To achieve this more efficient operation, a piece of sheet metal was
inserted, by removing two bolts from the hopper, between the hopper
and the top edge of the mill.

The material could then be loaded into

the hopper, the grinder started ard allowed to come up to full speed
then the slide was pulled out, allowing the material to fall into the
halllDlers.

Further modification consisted of a drawer that could be

placed underneath the mill With a tight fit, to catch the ground material
and prevent it from being ricocheted out of the bottom at the operator.

2.

Mo;yno Sewage Sludge fump
In order to pump the solid-liquid slurry most effectively, two

types of pumps were considered for use in the planning stage, an
Aurora vertical model impeller pump, and a Moyno horizontal helical
screw sewage sludge pump.

*Rolla Motor

~orlcs,

It was decided that the Moyno pUMp, capable

Rolla, Missouri
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Figure 4.

End View ot the Bulldog Hamlllel"ldll
Used tor GriJV.iing Retuse
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capable of passing 3/4 inch particles.

To operate properly and eliminate

danger to the operator, the hamm.ernd.ll, shown in Figure 4, was modified
with a feed bin.

The feed bin was constructed, according to the required

specifications, by a local welding company*.

The hammermill was then

elevated about eight inches from the floor and bolted into the top of
two railroad ties, one on each side of the machine.
the ease of removing the ground
end or the grinder.

~terial

Elevation was for

from the bottom or discharge

The added benefit of the cushioning effect or the

ties was also obtained.
After the initial operation of the hammermill, it was found that
more efficient operation was achieved if the material was added after
the mill had come up to its maximum speed of approximately 1200 rpms.
To achieve this more efficient operation, a piece of sheet metal was
inserted, by removing two bolts from the hopper, between the hopper
and the top edge of the mill.

The material could then be loaded into

the hopper, the grinder started ard allowed to come up to full speed
then the slide was pulled out, allowing the
hammers.

m& terial

to fall into the

Further modification consisted of a drawer that could be

placed underneath the mill with a tight fit, to catch the ground material
and prevent it from being ricocheted out of the bottom at the operator.
2.

Moyno Sewage Sludge Pump
In order to pump the solid-liquid slurry most effectively, two

types of pumps were considered for use in the planning stage, an
Aurora vertical model impeller pump, and a Moyno horizontal helical
screw sewage sludge pUII.p.

It was decided that the Moyno pump, capable

*Rolla Motor Works, Rol1a, Missouri

)0

Figure 4.

End View ot the Bulldog Hamlllel'llill
Used tor GriMing Refuse
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of pumping solids up to J/4 inch in diameter, would present fewer maintenance problems ard be more suited to the type of material being transported.

After considering the desired now rates and approximate layout

of the pilot plant assisted by discussions with the Moyno pump representative, a SWG 12H type CDQ Moyno sewage sludge pump*, as shown in Figure 5,
was chosen.
The Moyno plllllp is a self-priming positive displacement pump with a
single helical screw rotor.

This rotor exerts a positive pumping action

comparable to that of a piston moving through a cylirrler of infinite
length.

The head developed is il'rlependent of speed and the capacity is

approximately proportional to speed.

The continuous pushing action in

one direction provides a uniform discharge without pulsation and the
displacement for eaoh revolution of the rotor is affected only slightly
by changes in discharge pressure.

The design of the p1D.11p permits all

fluids to be handled with a minimum of turbulence.

If a sharp particle

becomes imbedded in the stator, it is passed over and the following
fiuid tends to flush it free.

Another advantage of the Moyno pump is

the fact that it will pump in either direction with equal efficiency by
changing the direction of rotation.

This was very helpful when a blockage

in the pipeline occurred.
a.

Rotor
The rotor, constructed of hard carbon steel with a stainless steel

plating, is shown in Figure 6.
to that of a screw conveyor.

The operation of the pum.p oan be compared
As the rotor turns within the stator,

cavities are formed which move toward the discharge end of the pUMp,
*George F. Heath Company, Inc. , St. I.Duis, Missouri
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Figure 6.

Side View ot the Helical
Sorew Rotor tor the Moyno
Sewage Sludge Puzap

thus carrying the material.
b.

Stator
The stator, as shown in Figure 7, consists of a hollow core of

rubber which is set inside the steel framing of the pump.

The rubber

is commonly known as Buna N, which is resistant to many hydrocarbons,
fats, oils, greases and generally resistant to abrasion.

3. Motor
An electric motor capable of running both the haiiiJilermill and the
pump was also obtained from the Civi1 Engineering Department.

The

motor, a 440 volt, 3 phase, 20 horsepower induction motor was rehooked
to 220 volts by a local motor repair shop*, since a 440 volt power
source was not available on campus.
In order to start the motor, shown in Figure 8, it was necessary
to purchase a reduced voltage motor starter and have it installed by
the University services.

New motor mounts were designed and mounted

on the pump frame to enable the naotor to be slid back ani forth about
six inches.

It was then necessary to change the pulley belts so the

haiiiJilermill a:rd pump could both be run by the same motor at different
times.
4.

Pieing
The decision was made to use 4 inch inside diameter polyvinyl

chloride, Schedule 40, solvent to solvent piping primarily because of
ease of han:il.ing ard construction.

'lbe piping, shown in Figure 2 was

supported throughout by lumber supports which were glued, a:rd in some
*Electric Motor W"orks, Rolla, Missouri
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Figure 7.

Top View ot the aw.-N Rubber

Stator tor the Moyno Sewage
Sludge Pump

Figure 8. Twenty Horsepower, 220-Volt, Electric Motor Used in the study
\..tJ
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cases, nailed to the floor.

D2665.

The piping complies to AS'IM* specifications

The taller supports were further stabilized by crossbracing and

anchoring to the wall.
Two short sections or four inch inside diameter clear acrylic
lucite piping were installed in the line as shown in Figure J.

These

were installed in order to observe the physical now characteristics
and also to observe the abrasive wear on the piping.

5.

Valves
For controlling pressure and flow rate in the pipeline, two

DeZurik, ha:rrl-wheel operated knife-gate valves were used.
valves is shown in Figure 9.

~-inch

One or the

These valves worked quite well for con-

trolling the flow rate until the percentage of solids in the fluid was
increased above approximately five percent.

After that point, there

was 1imited control because the valve opening would clog immediately if
the valve was just partially closed.

6.

Main Reservoir
The main reservoir, shown in Figure 10, was constructed from two

200-gallon cattle waterers with the ends removed a:rrl the two larger units
brazed together.

The reservoir, upon being filled, had a few minor leaks

at the joint whioh were further sealed by using a fiberglass boat repair
kit.

This stopped all leaks successfully.

The reservoir was elevated

to the desired height by means or seven 12-inch steel columns.

Plywood

was then placed on top or the columns to distribute the load eve~.
The intake line or the pUlllp (discharge or the reservoir) was held in

*A.merioan Sooiety of Testing a:rd Materials

)8

Figure 9.

Four-Inoh, Hard-Wheel Operated DeZurik
Valve Used for Controlling Flow Rates

~e-Gate

Figure 10.

Three Hundred Gallon Main Reservoir Used for Mixing Solid Wastes
with the Transport Media
\,)

\()
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place by a standard 125 pound, four-inch flange and drained by gravity
and suction fiow.

The main purpose of the reservoir was its use as a

mixing basin for adding the waste to the transport medium.

It also

acted as a mixing tank for the experimental emulsion and a common wet
well for completing the pumping circuit.

7.

Timing Reservoir

The timing reservoir, shown in Figure 11, consisted of a 55-gallon
drum elevated above the main reservoir.

A J/8 inch by 12-inch square

trap door (opening into the drum) was installed in the bottom of the
timing reservoir as illustrated in Figure 12.

The purpose of the timing

reservoir was to calibrate the now rate by observing the time it took
to trap a specified amount of liquid or liquid-solid mixture.
To simplify timing of the water, a standpipe was constructed of
1/2 inch glass tubing and mounted on the side of the timing reservoir.
The stampipe could not be used for the emulsion or the trash slurries,
so it was necessary to place a scale, in the form of an alWilinum yardstick, inside the reservoir.
At first some trouble was experienced with the trap door leaking,
but this was corrected by wrapping a sheet of foam rubber aroun:i the
steel plate.
B.

Rupture Disc
A Continental safety crown rupture disc was installed in a section

of piping attached to the main line by a T-oonnection.

This disc, shown

in Figure 13, was installed for safety reasons so that the material being
pumped would be discharged outside the building through a wirdow in case
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Figure ll.

Tim1ng Reservoir Used tor Detendning

Flow Rates
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Figure 1.2.

Top View ot the Trap Door Used tor Sealing
ott the Flow Through the 'l'1ldng Reservoir
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P'igure 1).

Continental Safety Crovn Rupture Diso Used
to Prevent Excessive Pressure in the Pipeline
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of excessive pressure.

The disc was designed to rupture at 134 psi,

well under the design pressure of the polyvinyl chloride piping.

Oper-

ating pressures, however, were considerably lower than the maxiMum rupture
disc pressure and there was little danger of the disc rupturing.

9.

Gauges and Manometer
In order to determine head loss it was necessary to install three

30-pound. pressure gauges with four-inch dials.

These gauges were equipped

with one inch threaded female connections and chemical seals to keep the
pumped material from. actually entering the gauge.

The gaugu had an

accuracy of ±0.1 psi (Figure 14).
A Dwyer manometer filled with mercury was used for measuring head
loss for water and the water-refuse mixture (when of low percentage
refuse).

This manometer is shown in Figure 15.

To obtain more accurate readings am decrease vibration or the
mercury column, it was necessary to install two air traps in the manometer lines.

These were constructed from one-quart Kerr canning jars

with copper tubes exterxied. below the water surface as shown in Figure 16.
B.

Transport Media
During the study two types of transport media were used; water ani

a chemical emulsion.
1.

Water
Water was first pumped without refuse ani then a series of runs

were corrlucted using water as the transport medium for refuse.

Wa.ter

slurries were investigated with varied percentages of ground newspaper
aM. varied percentages of refuse.
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Figure 14.

Thirty Pourd Ashcroft Pressure G&uge with
Chemical Seal Used to Determine Head Loss
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Figure 1.5.

Dwyer Vertical Mercury Manometer
Used to Determine H•d Loss
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Fi~e

16.

Air Trap Used to Reduoe Vibration
ot Mercury 1n Manometer
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2.

Chemical Elnul.sion
An emulsion, ~urnished through the cooperation of the Petrolite

Corporation*, was also evaluated as a possible alternative to water as
a transport medium for refuse.
Phase

~-4088,

The material, commercially named External

consists of an organic active group (chemical emulsifier)

combined with a hydrocarbon fraction such as kerosene.

The emulsifier

is non-ionic, contains no sulfur or nitrogen, and is non-toxic ani biodegradable.

External Phase W-4088 when combined

proper~

with water

fornted a thick, white, creamy material that behaved somewhat like a
gelatin.

The percentage of external phase to water can be varied, but

the most common percentages used are 5-10 percent of the external phase
with the remain:ier composed of water.

All tests were con:iucted using

a 10 percent emulsifier and 90 percent water mixture.
C.

Experimental .Determinations arrl Y.!ethods
The following determinations were made during the study:

solid

waste composition, flow rate, head loss, fluid temperature, and pump
speed.

Other items carefully deterntined were the diameter, elevation,

and length of piping.

This information was necessary for the analysis

of experimental results.
1.

Refuse Used for the Stucly
One partial truckload of uncompacted refuse was obtained from a

local refuse collector through the cooperation of the Phelps County
Health Department.

The waste was collected from the vicinity of Lover's

Lane, Country Club, arrl BB Highway areas of Rolla, Missouri, all of
which are considered !'esidenti&l.
•Petrolit.e Corporation, St. Lou:i.s, Missouri

The solid wastes were hand-sorte d ani weighed on a beam scale obtained from the Constructio n Materials Laborator.y o~ the Civil Engineering Department at the University o~ Missouri-R olla.

All samples were

placed in plastic garbage bags arrl removed by the University services
a~ter

the completion of testing.
Refuse used for the pumping operations was mixed according to the

following proportion s, which are approxi:ma tely the same as the national
averages:

paper, 5~: metal, 1~; glass, 1~: garbage, 1.5%: wood 5:';

plastics and rags, .5~; and rooks and dirt, 5~.

The refuse was mixed
The

from individual components that were ground in the hamm.ermill .

above percentage s were used because of the need ~or consistenc y throughout the operations and correspond ence to average

~igures

establishe d

~or

the United States.

2.

~ing

a.

Flow Rate

Operations

Prior to the time that the actual now tests were made, several
preliminar y tests were oorduoted. to insure accurate readings.

tests were made to calibrate the now rate and cheok the accuracy
the timing reservoir.

~irst

The

For oonvenieno e in oaloula ting the volume

o~

o~

liquid in the timing reservoir, a glass tube standpipe was installed
on the outside of the reservoir and the rise of water was timed by a
stopwatch.

To determine if the timed values were accurate, small pieces

of foam rubber were dropped into the intake line and the velocity was
calculated by timing these articles from the clear section of piping to
the discharge erd.

The actual now rate in gallons per minute was then

calculated ard the velocity in turn calculated from this value.
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b.

Head Loss
Head loss, while pUlltping water, was measured by using a Dwyer mano-

meter.

Since the readings made with the manometer exceeded the range of

the manometer when filled with red gauge oil, the oil was replaced with
mercury which has a specific gravity of 13.55.

The complete range of

head loss values could then be read with ease.

The manometer lines were

1/4 inch inside diameter, clear flexible tubing.

The manometer, above

the mercury, was filled with water the same as the manometer lines in
order to eliminate air pockets.

The ends of the manometer lines were

connected to copper tubing that extended below the water surface in
each of two Kerr canning jars.

A short section of tubing was then

attached to a second length of copper tubing that extended below the
water surface in each jar.

These jars were then sealed air-tight.

The short sections of tubing were then attached to the connections
installed in the four-inch polyvinyl chloride pipeline, thus completing
the circuit, as shown in Figure 17.
c.

Temperature
The t•perature or the water and emulsion was measured before,

during, and after each run.
or above ?6°F.

The temperatures never varied below 74°F

The reason for this small variance was that the fluid

was put into the system the night preoeeding an experimental run and
was therefore close to room temperature by the time of the test.
d.

Pum.R SReed

The pump speed was measured with a Stewart-Warne r portable hand
tachometer for all fluids pumped and was found to maintain a constant
speed of 400 rpm 1 s even under higher pressures or With the chemical
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Figure 17.

Schematic Drawing of the Head Loss Measuring
Apparatus by' Using the .Dwyer Mal'lOileter and
Air Traps
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emulsion.

The now was constant from the pUlllp am the flow rate in the

test line varied by opening and closing valves.

J.

Elevation, Length, arrl Diameter of Piping
The first step after the construction of the pilot plant was to

obtain a surveying level from the Civil Engineering Department and
measure the elevation of the piping at all important looations such as
manometer connections am gauges.

The elevation of the top of the

piping at the discharge end of the pump was considered to be the zero
point and all elevations were referenced to this point.

'!he length of

the piping between these same points was also determined by use of a
surveyors chain.

The actual length of the piping was taken rather than

the horizontal distance.

A schematic representation of the elevations

am lengths is shown in Figure 18.

To observe the actual placement of

the manometer connections and gauges with respect to the pipeline system
one should refer to the schematic drawing of the pilot plant as shown in
Figure 3.

Points 3 am 6 and Gauges 1 ard 3 were used for actual data

collecting purposes while other points were used for comparison.

These

points were used because of their location as far downstream as possible
from the nearest elbow, tee or other fitting.
The equivalent piping length for computing head loss between the
gauges and manometer connections was computed according to the methods
given by Hardenbergh am Rodie (20).

The equivalent length used for

computing the head loss values between Points 3 and 6 ard Gauges 1 arrl

3 was 89.96 feet.
The inside ard outside diameters or the piping were taken before
assembly by a dial-gauge Vernier oa.llper.

Outside diameters were taken
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Schematic Drawing of an Elevatio n Profile for the Experimental Tube Transport Pilot Plant
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at five foot intervals and at both errls.
the ends of all sections.

Inside diameters were taken at

The average inside diameter was found to be

4. 069 inches and the average outside diameter was 4. 52 8 inches.
4.

Mixing Refuse with Water

The refuse was introduced into the ain reservoir by means of a
shovel and mixed by circulatio n through the system.

To keep the heavier

materials in suspension a motor with a paddle wheel was placed in the
center of the reservoir.

As soon as the proper amount of waste was

introduced into the system the mixture was circulated for a sufficient
l.ength of time to insure a h0111ogeneous mixture.

5.

Mixing &lulsion
In order to mix the emulsion it was necessary to install a mixer in

the bottom of the reservoir.

This was done by disassembl ing a sUIIlp pUIIlp

ard using the motor with the centrifuga l bl.ades attached to the shaft,
but without a cover on the blades.
W'-4088 was placed in the reservoir.

A quantity of chemical emulsion
W'ater was then added to the emulsion,

while exercising continuous agitation by the mixer until the mixture was
smooth and creamy.

More water was then added, With continuous mixing,

taking care not to add more water than the amount of mixture already
formed.

That is, if too much water was added llithout sufficient mixing,

the emulsion would not mix properly.

This process of adding water and.

mixing the material thoroughly continued until the proper compositio n
(10 percent emulsion and. 90 percent water) was obtained.

The miXing

operations sometimes became quite messy because of the oily characteri stics or the emulsion.
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IV.

A.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Refuse Compos!tion
The charac teristic s of a sample of refuse from the city of Rolla,

Missou ri were determi ned and compare d with the resul.ts that have been
The results obtaine d after

establi shed through out the United States.

sorting the 850 pound load of refuse are shown in Table VI.
Compari ng the results of Table VI to nationa l average s, the ref"use
compos ition was well within the expecte d range, except for glass.

The

higher percent age of glass was partial lY due to the large number of
quart beer bottles present in the waste.

B.

Grindip S of Refuse
The ha!!Dilermill was capable of gri:rxli.n g most colllfton materia ls found

in househo ld refuse.

It reduced concret e blocks, lUDlber ani other bulk;y

and hard items with a minimum of wear on the hammers, however , a considerab le amount of noise ani dust was produce d.

Paint masks were used

by opera tors to prevent breathi ng the dust.

The hamaerm ill shredde d moat

ot the r&tuse down to the

maximum

size desired (3/4 inch), but some materia ls came through the grating s
lengthw ise and were larger than dNired .

Plastic bottles made of

flexibl e type plastic s were often not ground satisfa ctorily and were
the main problem materia ls dischar ged from the grinder in flat oversiz ed
chunks.
Grin::iin g of newspap er also present ed a few problem s.

The papers,

if still bun:lled , jammed the hammernd.ll when more than two or three
bundles were thrown in at one tillle.

The paper also did not teed through
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TABLE VI.
Physical Composition of Refuse from a Rural Area
in Rolla, Missouri
Material

Weight (pounds)*

Percentage

Paper

392.5

46.1

Garbage

207.9

24.5

Glass

132.0

1.5 •.5

Metal

86.2

10.0

Plastic

13.8

1.6

Rags, cloth

8.8

1.0

Dead Animals

8.6

1.0

wood
Total Weight

Negligible

849.8

*All weights on a wet basis.

Negligible

99.7
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the gratings properly because of the tremendous bulking after being
groun:i.

It was necessary to continuously Withdraw the shredded paper

from the bottom of the mill to keep from blocking the exit of additional
ground material.

c.

Water Flow Studies
The velocity computed by the foam rubber and the velocity b.Y flow

per unit time coincided enough so that accurate flow rates were obtained.
The first series of experimental runs were to determine a head loss _
flow rate curve for water in order to use this as a basis tor comparison
of other data.

The data obtained for water is shown in Table VII.

This

data was introduced into a least squares computer program to obtain the
best fitting straight line curve for the points of Table VII.

The re-

sulting graph is shown in Figure 19.
D.

Paper Waste Slurry
Because of the large percentage of paper (approxiraately 50 percent)

in refuse, it was significant to check the flow oharacteristio s of a
paper-water slurry.

Newspaper was used because it is normally in refuse

and it was easily obtainable from a looal news agency.

Before adding the

paper to the water, it was shredded in the harmnermill.
The paper, when mixed with water, formed a very thiok, gray, watery
mass that adhered to everything which it contacted.
was due to the ink on the newspaper.

The dark gray color

As the material was circulated

arowd the pipe loop, the paper was reduced to its natural fibers.
The first slurry to be mixed and circulated was a t'lllo percent paperwater miXture.

The resulting head loss and now rate data is given in
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TABLE VII.
Head

Loss, Flow Rate and Velocity Characteristics
ot Water in a Four-Inch PVC Pipeline

Total Head Loss
(tt. or water)

Unit Head Loss
(rt./looo ft.)•

Flow Rate
(gal./min.)

Velocity
(tt.-/seo.)

0.181

2.01

62.28

1.53

0.713

7.92

91.60

2.26

1.608

17.85

155.84

3.84-

2.425

26.96

196.72

4.84-

3.275

36.39

210.53

5.19

0.668

7.42

90.45

2.22

0.815

9.05

121.62

2.99

1.410

15.65

164.38

4.05

2.504

27.84

197.80

4.85

0.313

34.75

208.09

5.12

0.328

3.65

86.75

2.13

0.600

6.66

100.28

2.47

0.990

u.oo

148.15

3.65

1.930

21.43

189.47

4.66

3.225

35.82

2ll.76

5.20

Water tsmperature - 76°F.
Maximum operating pressure approximately 8 psi.
•Based on equivalent length of 89.96 feet between the two
control points.
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Table VIII.

This data was then plotted as shown in Figure 20.

A five

percent paper slurry was next pumped ard the data obtained is shown in
Table IX.

This data was then plotted as irrlicated. in Figure 21.

last paper slurry to be pUD1ped was a seven percent Mixture.
for this run is given in Table X.
for this data.

The

The data

Figure 22 shows a least squares plot

nata was not obtained for paper slurries above seven

percent due to lack of valve control.
A graphical comparison of the paper slurries to the data for water
is shown in Figure 23.
E.

Refuse-Water Slurry
Refuse, in various percentages by weight, was transported arowd

the test loop in water to obtain the head loss, velocity and other
physical data.
Head loss and flow rate readings, shown in Table XI, were t"irst
taken for a one percent refuse-water slurry.

This data was then plotted

Eltough refuse was then added to the present

as irrlicated in Figure 24.

The data obtained for

slurry to raise the percentage to two percent.
the two percent slurry is given in Table XII.

This data was then plotted

as before with the resulting graph in Figure 25.

Tile next slurry to be

transported was a five percent ret"use-water mixture.
data is given in Table XIII.
illustrated in Figure 26.

The appropriate

The graph resulting from this data is

A graphical comparison of the water arrl the

water with refuse curves is shown in Figure 27.
F.

Emulsion Flow Studies
The ch-.ical •ulsion W-4088, when pumped, acted as a liquid, but
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TABLE VIII.
Head Loss, Flow Rate and Velooi ty Charaoteristios
of a Two Percent Paper-water Slurr,y
in a Four-Inoh PVC Pipeline
Total Head !Dss
(ft. of water)

Unit Head Loss
(ft./1000 ft.)•

Flow Rate
(gal./min.)

Velocity
(ft./sec.)

0.954

10.6

160.12

3.94

1.212

13.5

200.23

4.92

1.510

16.8

248.41

6.13

0.556

6.2

100.63

2.46

0.324

3.6

58.01

1.43

0.396

4.4

77.21

1.90

0.495

5.5

81.10

1.99

0.755

8.4

122.29

3.01

0.836

9.3

159.31

3.92

1.392

15.5

218.42

5.38

Slurry temperature - 74°F.
•Bas ed on equivalent length of 89.96 feet between the two
oontrol points.
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TABLE IX.

Head Loss, Flow Rate ard Velocity Characteristics
of a Five Percent Paper-water Slurr.y
in a Four-Inch PVC Pipeline
Total Head Loss
(ft. ot water)

Unit Head Loss
(ft./1000 ft.)*

7.44

82.6

221.11

5.44

7.21

80.1

186.02

4.58

6.75

75.0

137.39

3.38

6.75

75.0

111.47

2.75

6.50

72.4

46.63

1.15

6.31

70.1

59.82

1.47

6.75

75.0

74.77

1.84

6.49

72.1

96.09

2.36

6.93

77.0

125.ll

3.08

6.84

76.0

158.43

3.90

Flow Rate
(gal./lllin.)

Velocity
(ft./sec.)

Slurry temperature - 76°F.
*Based on equivalent length of 89.96 feet between the two
control points.
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TABLE X.
Head Loss, Flow Rate am Velocity Characteristics
o£ a Seven Percent Paper-water Slurr.y
in a Four-Inoh PVC Pipeline
Total Head Loss
(.f't. o.f' water)

Unit Head Loss
(tt./looo rt.)•

Flow Rate
(gal./nd.n.)

Velocity
(.f't./seo.)

14.36

159.5

212.9

5.26

12 •.50

139.0

139.2

3.4J

ll.Bl

131.1

130.6

3.22

9.45

105.0

60.1

1.48

15.02

167.0

185.0

4.56

12.90

143.1

165.1

4.0?

10.31

U4.3

100.0

2.46

10.?2

ll9.1

90.2

2.22

Slurry temperature - ?6°F.
*Based on equivalent length of 89.96 feet between the two
control points.
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TABLE XI.
Head Loss, Flow Rate and Velocity Characteristics
of' a One Percent Refuse-Water Slurr,y
in a Four-Inch PVC Pipeline
Total Head Loss
(ft. of' water)

Unit Head Loss
(ft./1000 .f't.)•

Flow Rate
(gal./Dd.n.)

Velocity
(ft./sec.)

0.202

2.25

73.0

1.79

0.418

4.64

95.1

2.)4

0.738

8.20

122.2

3.01

0.762

8.48

1)4.4

3.31

1.45

16.1

148.2

3.65

1.51

16.8

148.4

3.66

2.17

24.1

185.1

4.56

3.54

39.3

220.4

4.96

Slurry temperature - 74°F.
•Based on equivalent length of 89.96 feet between the two
control points.
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TABLE XII.
Head Loss, Flow Rate ard Veloai ty Characteristics
ot a Two Percent Refuse-Water Slurry
in a Four-Inch PVC Pipeline
Total Head Loss
(rt. or water)

Unit Head Loss
(rt./looo rt.)•

Flow Rate
{2aljmin.)

Velocity
{tt./sec.)

0.395

4.39

88.4

2.18

0.596

6.62

110.1

2.72

0.855

9.50

112.2

2.76

0.743

8.25

138.9

3.42

2.39

26.5

178.2

4.39

2.25

25.0

194.6

4.79

3.32

36.8

203.4

5.00

2.96

32.9

215.7

5.31

3.16

35.1

216.1

5.32

3.26

36.2

228.8

5.62

Slurry t~erature - 76°F.
*Based on equivalent length or 89.96 teet between the two
control points.
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TABLE XIII.

Head Loss, Flow Rate and Velocity Characteristics
or a Five Percent Refuse-Water Slurry
in a Four-Inoh PVC Pipeline
Total Head Loss
(rt. or water)

Unit Head Loss
(rt./looo rt.)*

Flow Rate
(gal./min.)

Velocity
(rt./sec.)

0.226

2.51

70.1

1.73

0.297

J.JO

83.4

2.05

o.4Jl

4.79

85.6

2.11

0.578

6.41

121.2

2.98

1.11

12.2

136.2

J.J5

1.96

21.8

172.5

4.24

1.72

19.1

178.7

4.39

2.81

31.2

197.7

4.86

2.74

J0.4

229.9

5.65

S1urry temperature - 76°F.

*Based on equivalent length or 89.96 feet between the two
control points.
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when the pumping pressure was released it returned to the original thick
gel.

Dense particles which were in suspension while being pumped also

remained in suspension when pressure was released.

This aspect reduced

the surge pressure that normally occurs when resuming pumping operations
after a shut down.
It was necessary to construct additional bracing on the pilot plant
piping, because of the increased vibration ani higher operating pressure
of the emulsion.

The emulsion also caused considerable vibration in the

valves when adjusting the flow.

Some of the vibration was probably

caused by large bubbles of entrapped air in the emulsion.
The manometer was not foun:l to be sa tis factory for obtaining head
loss readings for the emulsion so all head loss determinations were
made by means of the gauges.

The head loss, now rate ard velocity

data is shown in Table XIV.

The head loss - flow rate points for the

emulsion are plotted in Figure 28.

A least squares plot was also made

for these points, as for water, but there exists no definite knowledge
(as for water) that the points should be a straight line.

Therefore,

the least squares line was used for reference only.
G,

Retuse-.&nulsio n Slurrz
The sa111e experiMental concentrations of refuse, one, two, and five

percent, were pumped with emulsion as they were with water.

The sump

pU111p mixer that was suspended in the reservoir for the refuse-water

slurry was unnecessary with the emulsion, because the heavy materials
such as metal and glass, did not setUe out but were entrapped in the
emulsion so th& t the entire mass moved along the tank as a unit.

Hsad

loss and now rate readings were taken in the sa111e manner as with the
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TABLE XIV.

Head Loss, Flow Rate ard Velocity Characteristics
of Chemical Emulsion, W-4088
in a Four-Inch PVC Pipeline
Total Head Loss
(ft. or water)

Unit Head Loss
(ft./looo rt.)•

Flow Rate
(gal./ndn.)

Velocity
(rt./sec.)

.5.14

.57 .1

23.9

0 •.59

8.11

90.1

30.2

0.74

6 •.52

72 • .5

3.5.6

0.88

9.5.5

106.

41 • .5

1.02

13.9.5

15.5.

77.0

1.89

11.16

124.

77.8

1.91

11.88

132.

90.0

2.22

19.70

219.

137.1

3.38

1.5.6.5

174.

145.3

3.58

22.20

247.

221.0

5.45

Slurr.y temperature - 75 0 F.
*Based on equivalent length of 89.96 teet between the two
control points.
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water slurry.
in Table XV.

The resulting data for the one percent slurry is given
A least squares plot was made and the resulting line is

shown in Figure 29.
More refuse was added ard circulated until the slurry was increased
to two percent and readings, given in Table XVI, were taken as before.
The points were plotted with the results shown in Figure 30.
Aga.in refuse was added to bring the concentration of refuse to
five percent with the results presented in Table XVII.

This data was

also plotted as illustrated in Figure 31.
A graphical comparison of the emulsion and the different refuseemulsion slurries is illustrated in Figure 32.

Figure 33 shows a

graph of the emulsion head loss curve as compared to the water head
loss curve.
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TABLE XV.

Head Loss, Flow Rate and Velocity Characteristics
of a One Percent Refuse-Emulsion Slurr.y
in a Four-Inch PVC Pipeline
Total Head Loss
(ft. of water)

Un1 t

Head Loss
(ft./1000 ft.)•

Flow Rate
(gal./min.)

Velocity
(ft./sec.)

5.99

66.5

27.1

0.66

7.91

87.9

)6.8

0.91

7.82

87.0

48.6

1.20

9.10

101.

48.2

1.18

10.44

ll6.

70.4

1.73

12.50

1)9.

81.2

2.00

12.05

134.

11).0

2.78

16.65

185.

122.4

).01

18.61

207.

164.)

4.05

24.62

274.

199.0

4.90

Slurry temperature - 76°F.

•Based on equivalent length of 89.96 teet between the two
control points.
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TABLE XVI.

Head Loss, Flow Rate and Velocity Characteristics
ot a Two Percent Refuse-Emulsion Sl~
in a Four-Inch PVC Pipeline
Total Head Loss
(tt. ot water)

Unit Head Loss
(rt./looo rt.)•

Flow Rate
(gal./min.)

Velocity
(tt./sec.)

6.48

72.0

.31.0

0.76

9.00

100.

.39.1

0.96

9 •.37

104.

54.9

1.35

11.80

1.31.

73.7

1.81

13.95

155.

94.0

2.31

12.70

141.

94.9

2 •.33

18 •.38

204.

139.9

).45

21.60

240.

200.0

4.92

22.95

255.

19.3.2

4.75

23.50

261.

219.9

5.41

Slurry temperature - 74°F.
*Based on equivalent length or 89.96 teet between the two
control points.
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TABLE XVII.

Head Loss, Flow Rate and Velocity Charaoteristics
of & Five Percent Refuse-Emulsion Slurr.y
in a Four-Inch PVC Pipeline
Total Head Loss
(rt. or water)

Unit Head Loss
(rt./looo rt.)•

Flow Rate
(g&l./min.)

Velocity
(ft./sec.)

5.44

60.5

22.8

0.56

6.14

68.1

35.9

0.88

10.09

112.

52.1

1.28

13.22

147.

65.0

1.60

11.34

126.

65.9

1.62

16 •.39

182.

108.4

2.67

17.52

195.

150.1

3.70

21.85

24).

174.9

4.30

31.14

346.

214.0

5.26

Slurry temperature - 74°F.
*Based on equivalent length of 89.96 feet between the two
control points.
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V.

DISCUSSION

The material that follows is a general discussion or the experimental results With particular attention given to the composition or
refuse, grinding operations, and various operational problems that
developed throughout the study.

Also of primary interest is a dis-

cussion or the characteristics and a comparison or the different slurries
that were studied.
A.

Refuse Composition
A comparison of the sample of Rolla refuse with national figures

indicated that there is a reasonable degree of consistency in composition.
The percentages of components were well w1. thin the expected ranges with
the exception of glass.

Perhaps if a larger sample of refuse from dif-

ferent areas was taken the percentage of glass would be reduced.

All

of the values will, however, vary somewhat depending on the area of
collection, whether it is residential, commercial, or industrial.
There seems to be enough uniformity of composition to act as a basis
for the design of collection, disposal or recycling operations.
B.

Gritrling of Refuse

One of the first problems to occur during this study was the need
for the bammermill to build up to a maximum speed and to maintain that
speed throughout the grinding operation.

In order to achieve this ob-

jective, it was necessary to use a piece of sheet metal which was
inserted between the hammermill and the feed bin.

This was accomplished

by removing the bolts that held the feed bin in place and inserting

spacers on three sides to raise the bin approximately 1/4 inch.

This

lett a slot in the front side between the bin and the grinder in which
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the sheet metal could be placed thus closing the bottom of the bin.
It also became necessary to restrict the loading of the bin to no
more than 50 percent to reduce the clogging of the small opening between
the bin and the hammers.
hammermill functioned

If both of these operations were used, the

efficient~.

Du.e to the design of the gratings (long reotangul.ar openings) some
of the materials that were grourd came out as large flat pieces without
being reduced to the maximum size of J/4 inch in all dimensions.

When

selecting the ground material to be pumped, care had to be exercised in
watching for these larger materials so that they did not enter the pump.
It is felt that either a dif'ferent type of mill, different gratings, or
mills in series would do a better job of griniing.

This. would definitely

be necessary in an operational system to avoid damage to the pUDlp or
clogging of the pipeline.

c. !?t?ire;
!Deleing up or binding was the only problem that developed during
this study with the Moyno pump.

The pump bin:iing had to be remedied

before starting the system by prying the pump rotor with a wooden lever.
The pWilp was disassembled in order to determine what was causing the
rotor to stick.

It was thought that the kerosene in the emulsion may

have possibly swollen the rubber stator, but the pump manufacturer
stated that kerosene should not effect the type rubber (Buna N) that
the stator was made from.
The pump operation was found to be smooth and quiet and wear on
the stator was very minimal.

There were a few tiny pieces of glass
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embedded in the surface of the rubber, but they apparently had very
little effect on pumping operations.
The pump passed all materials introduced without trouble ani even
the large nat pieces or plastic were pumped through with ease.
D.

Pipeline

1.

ltlelding or Pipe Joints
One of the first problems with the experimental pipeline that had

to be corrected was that m&l\Y of the pipe joints leaked.

.Because these

joints were of a solvent-to-solvent type connection, it was not possible
to disconnect and reglue them.

The addition or extra glue on the out-

side of the joint was not successful in sealing the leaks so it was
necessary to obtain the services of a polyvil\Yl chloride pipe welding
firm*.

Each joint was then sealed with a bead or extrtrled polyvinyl

chloride plastic.

This not only stopped the leaks, but increased the

strength of the joints as well.

It was determined that the leaky joints

were caused by faulty polyvinyl chloride cement.
It is felt that a sample joint should be assembled with the proposed cement ard tested for leaks before any large scale assembly.
When installing polyvinyl chloride piping in the field a strict, systematic procedure of cleaning, cementing and assembling the joints should
be maintained at all times •

2,

Abrasion of Pipeline
The clear plastic sections or piping, the elbow joining them an:i

. . . Engl.am Lead Burning, St. Louis, Missouri
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the section or piping immediately at the discharge or the pump indicated
very little if any noticeable abrasive action.

This is probably due to

the coating and lubricating effect in the case of the refuse-emulsion
slurry.

This latter fact may be due to the rolling action of the ground

newspaper which was observed in the clear section during pumping operations.

3. Clogging or Pipeline
The flat pieces or plastic present in the refuse being pUIIlped formed
a bridge at the elbow immediately above the pump intake and created a
very solid plug which stopped the now of water ard all other material
to the pump.

It was necessary to remove the side panel on the pump to

free the plastic that had accumulated in the elbow.
To prevent the occurrence of clogging due to plastic or

a~

other

material appropriate control such as screens should be used to prevent
any materials larger than J/4 inch from entering the system unless a
larger diameter pipeline is used.

Also, sharp right angle berrls should

be avoided as much as possible in a pipeline system.

The pipeline was plugged another time due to the careless mixing
of the newspaper with the water in the reservoir.

A large ball of

ground newspaper formed ani was pulled into the intake line in the
bottom of the reservoir.

The line plugged at the point or entrance

and caused extreme vibration in the pipeline.
It is possible to increase the percentage of solids being transported
to such a degree that the pipeline would clog throughout.

If this were

to happen the pump rotor would possibly shear orr due to the large amount
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or torque from the pump shaft.
E.

Knit e-Ga. te Valves

The knife-gate valves performed well for controlling flow until
the percentage or solids was increased to approximately four or five
percent.

Above this value the valves plugged very quickly when partially

closed, thus making it difficult to obtain head loss readings.

Head loss

data for refuse slurries above five percent could not be determined

because the knife-gate valves would not control the now.
F.

Settling in Main Reservoir
Some or the heavier materials (such as glass, rock, ard metal) in

the water-refuse a1urry aetUed out when the now entered the reservoir
due to a deoreas e in velocity.

It became necessary to use the sump

pump mixer, that was used to mix the emulsion, to move the heavy
material orr the bottom and back into the pump intake.
G.

Timing Reservoir
A considerable amount or trouble was experienced with leaks aroun::i

the trap door or the timing reservoir.

Several materials (cork, rubber

rope, foam weather stripping) were tried as a seal around the door.

The

working solution was to wrap a sheet or foam rubber around the complete
door, attach it with contact cement ard then wrap it with wire.
H.

Manometer arrl Gauge Performance
The manometer worked satisfactorily for measuring the head loss when

pumping water a:rxi the two percent refuse-water mixture.

For the remainder

or the refuse-water, •ulsion ard refuse-emulsio n mixtures it was necessary to use the three Ashcroft dial gauges with the chemical seals.
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The plastic manometer connections had to be replaced with heavier
walled connections of clear acrylic tubing beoause the original connections cracked due to the higher pumping pressure exerted by the emulsion.
I.

Paper Waste Slurrz
All flow rate and head loss points were plotted on log-log scales

in order to have the data conform, as near as possible, to a straight
line.
A lower percentage (two percent) of paper added to water formed a
slurry With a lower head loss than water alone at a flow rate above 120
gallons per minute.

A higher percentage of paper, however, oaused the

head loss to increase considerably above that of water in the complete
range of flow rates studied.

The data indicated that the five and

seven percent paper slurries might have a lower head loss than water at
a higher flow rate, say 400 gallons per minute.

Further work is needed

to determine evidence of this.
Whenever a non-homogeneous ndxture is pumped that contains a large
amount of paper, the paper will govern the overall flow characteristics.
The physical characteristics and high head loss associated with the
seven percent paper-water slurry indicates that the maxiMum amount of
paper that could be mixed with water ani pumped would be approximately
10 to 12 percent by weight.
After the newspaper was circulated through the system several times
it was reduced to natural fibers.

This is an interesting point because

paper that is recycled to make new paper must first be reduced back to
its natural fibers.

The remaining problem is to remove the water from
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the paper before reuse.

The majority of this water might be removed by

pressure rollers, but the water of hydration is practically impossible
to separate from the paper.

This suggests the possibility of separate

collection systems for paper ard. the remain:ier of refuse if salvaging
is practiced.
J.

Refuse-Water Slurry
When refuse was transported in water at a velocity of approximately

three feet per second or greater, all material inolud.ing metals, was
moved along quite adequately.

However, if the velocity was dropped below

the above value the heavier materials began to settle out in the pipeline.
Paper, wood, plastics an:i other lightweight materials were fourd. to move
ahead ani out of the discharge end of the pipeline, while th.e metals,
rocks and heavier materials would lag and either drag along the bottom
or move in short hops.

This characteristic could be advantageous for

the separation necessary in salvage operations , but when transporting
refuse in the pipeline it could cause excessive abrasion ard. perhaps
even clogging.
The large flat chunks of plastic were some of the first items to
be discharged at the lower velocity ani it was interesting to note that

this material caused one of' the two cloggings of the pipeline during
the entire study.
A comparison of the refuse-water slurry graph with that of the
paper slurry suggests that the addition of paper to the slurry reduced
the head loss effects of the other materials in the refuse, thus
reducing th• to values near those of water.

K.

Chetllioal ED!ulsion
Entrapped air in the pipelines caused excessive vibration at times

ard more air arr:i vibration seemed to oecur with the emulsion than with
water.

Some of the air was introduced into the emulsion at the point

where it emerged .from the discharge line.

To reduce some of the problems

caused by entrapped air, a piece of' metal was placed in the reservoir at
an angle to defieot the emulsion into the tank without being splattered
and thus pulling in air.

The head loss .for emulsion was almost ten times as great as the
head loss for water.

lb.e head loss for the emulsion, however, increased

at a lower rate than that for water.

This irdica ted a higher pumping

cost, .for the now rates studied, due to the m.uoh greater friction losses
associated with the emulsion.

At high .flow rates the water curve m.ay

intersect with the emulsion curve.

If this is true it would make the

emulsion more economical to pump for flow rates greater than those at
the point or intersection.

An added advantage is that of' being able

to increase the material loading up to approximately 50 percent by
volume as compared to a maximum loading of approximately 15 percent
by volume for water (21).
An approximate cost of five cents per gallon has been established
for the emulsion.

It may be possible to reduce this cost to one cent

per gallon for large quantities (21).

This minimum cost could possibly

be lowered even further by recirculating the emulsion.

That is, after

the emulsion has transported the refuse to its destination, it would
be separated from the refuse.

The emulsion would then be treated

sufficiently to make it acceptable for reuse.

This treatment would
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not necessarily present any additional cost over water, because water
would also have to undergo similar treatment.
The main problem with handling the eMulsion was its oily characteristics.

The emulsion adhered to anything it touched and was difficult

to remove without using some type of solvent.
L.

Refuse-&aulsion Slurry
The pumping operations with the refuse-emulsion slurry yielded a

much more uniform mixture.

'nle refuse remained thoroughly mixed when

in the reservoir at a very low velocity whereas with the water slurry
it was necessary to plaoe a mixer in the reservoir to keep the material
moving and evenly distributed.
At low pumping rates and low loadings (less than 10 percent by
volume) water would be a more economical arrl easier to hardle transporting
fluid.

At higher loadings (up to 50 percent of volume) and possibly

higher pumping rates, emulsion would be preferable.
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn frOM the results of this
study:
1.

The composition of refuse in the United States is usually predict9.ble
within reasonable bounds.

If allowances are made for the type of

area (residential, COIIUilercial, etc.) it is possible to reasonably
predict the percentages of components accurately enough to design
a solid-liquid pipeline transport system for a specific area.
2.

A small, economical grinder capable of reducing household wastes
to a reasonable size needs to be developed, or a pneumatic system
should be used in conjunction to transport the large objects in
refuse to central grinders where they could be processed an::i transported in a slurry form.

).

The Moyno sewage sludge pump used for the pilot plant studies is
very capable of transporting refuse slurries with a ndnimum of
wear to the moving parts •

4.

Before a water or emulsion slurry system is put into operation,
improved methods should be devised to separate and utilize the
majority of refuse materials normally wasted.

5.

Water can be used to carry refuse quite adequately as long as no
"dead spots" exist in the pipeline system.

6.

The much greater head loss associated with the chemical emulsion
would make it more costly to pump, but would eliminate any accum.ulation of heavy materials in places of low or no velocity.

'The
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use of emulsion would also keep the material from settling during
periods of equipment shut down and make start-up operations easier.

7.

At low rates of pumping, water would be preferred, but at higher
solids loadings where it would not be possible to operate with
water, emulsion would be more desirable.

8.

If the ground-up refuse is to be separated for salvage operations
the emulsion might aot as a contaminate to some or the materials.

9.

A tube transport system would definitely be feasible and highly
beneficial as a method of collecting and transporting solid wastes
from an urban environment.
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VII.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES

From the fitrlings and experience obtained in this study, the
following reco111111endations are made for future investigations:
1.

Due to the limited range of flow rates studied (up to 250 gallons
per minute), it is recommended that the Moyno pump be modified in
order to investigate refuse transportation at higher pumping rates.

2.

The refuse loadings studied were probably too low to make a working
pipeline system economical.
should be investigated.

Therefore, higher refuse loadings

In order to increase the loading on the

system, a different type valve would have to be placed in the
system so proper f'low control could be achieved.
).

To determine the actual effect that newspaper has on refuse slurries,
flow studies should be co:rrlucted on the portion of ref'use without
paper.

4.

Detailed studies should be conducted to obtain an economical comparison between present collection methods and a tube transport
system.

5.

A tube transport system would be ideally suited for working in
conjunction with salvage operations.

A practical method for sal-

vaging materials contained in refuse should be investigated.

As

the market develops for salvaged items, the money obtained could
be used to offset the cost of the overall system.
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APPENDIX I.
GWSSARY OF TERMS (22)

ASHES - Waste produots of coal ard other fuel which have been used for
irdu.strial purposes ard in homes for ooold.ng ani heating. A.sh•
weigh ll50 to 1400 pounds per cubic yard.
BACKFILL - The material u.s ed in refilling a di toh or other excavation,
or the process of suoh refilling.
BULKY WASTE - Large items or refuse suoh as appliances, furniture,
large auto parts, trees ani branches, palm frords, st\llllpS, flotage,

etc.
BURNF.jR. REFUSE - A device for either Jl&)lnioipal or on..aite voltae reduction of refuse by burning, ani of simple construction. Not to be
confused with incinerator, which, properly designed ani operated,
can produce an acceptable aaission ani residue.
CARRYING CONTAINER - A transfer container carried by the collector in
backyard oarryout service. Usually of 30-50 gallon capacity ard
especially constructed of plastic or alumin'Ulrl.
CEI.J.. - The volume of compacted solid waste enclosed by natural soil ard/
- o r cover material in a sanitary lancltill.
COI.I.E):TION - The act or picking up refuse at home, business or imustrial
site ard putting it in a truck.
COmrTION, MUNICIPAL - City pays employees; operation by city depart ..
ments.
COI.IJ!):TION, PRIVATE - Citizens or fil"lllS, imividually or in limited
groups, pay collectors or private operating agencies.
CO~ION

STOP - Stop made by the collection vehicle ani crew on the
route to collect refuse from one or more service stops.

COLLF.X:TION TIME (PICK-UP TIME) - Elapsed or cumulative time spent by the
refuse collection crew in collecting refuse from a collection stop.
Does not inolu:ie travel time between collection stops on the route.
COMBINED GARBAGE AND REFUSE - The most common type of wastes encountered
in municipal collection. Consists of food wastes combined with
paper, plastics, metals, cloth, wood am numerous other materials.
COMMUNICABLE DISEASE - An illness due to an infectious agent or its
toxic prOducts which is transmitted directly or imireotl.y to
a well person from an infected person or animal, or through the
agenoy or an intermediate host, vector, or inanimate envirorment.
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COMPACTOR COLL~TION TRUCK - Enclosed vehicle provided w1 th special
meob&nical devices tor loading the refuse into the main compartment
of the body, for compressing the loaded materials, and for distributing the refuse within the body.
COMPOSTING - A controlled microbial degradation of organic waste yielding
a nuisance-tree product or potential value as a soil conditioner.
CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION WASTES - Waste building materials an:i rubble
resUlting from construction, remodeling, repair, an:i demolition
operations on houses, commercial buildings, pavements, and other
structures.
COVER MATERIAL - Granular material, generally soil, that is used to
cover compacted solid waste in a sanitary landf'Ul, generally free
of large objects that would hinder compaction and free of organic
content that would be corducive to vector harborage, feeding ard/
or breeding.
DEPTH OF FILL - Total distance between undisturbed earth or bottom of
solid waste in the sanitary landfill and top of final cover material.
DISPOSAL, ON-SITE - Includes all means or disposal or refuse on premises
before collection. Exaaples are garbage grinding, burning, or
inoinera tion, and burial.
DISPOSAL{ WASTE - The final deposition of waste by man. This does not
inc ude its ultimate dessemination by forces other than man.
GARBAGE - Anil'llal an:i vegetable waste resulting from the handling, preparation, coolcing ard serving or foods. It does not inclooe food
wastes from Udustrial processing. Garbage weighs 800 to 1500
poun:ls per cubic yard.
GARBAGE, MIXED -Material resulting trom segregated residential collection
systems an:i some commercial operations such as restaurants. The
majority of material is food preparation wastes, although a small
fraction or paper and packaging may be present. The density is
approximately 600 pounds per cubic yard.
HAMMERMILL - A grinding machine that operates by impaction of material
against heavy metal hammers loosely pinned to a shaft rotating at
a high velocity.
HAUL DISTANCE - a) Distance which cover material must be transported to
the worlcing face; b) Distance collection truck must travel from its
last pick-up stop to the working face or a sanitary landfill or
tipping floor or a solid waste volume reduction or disposal facility;
c) Distance transfer vehicle must travel from solid waste processing
station to point or final disposal.
INCINERATOR - Any device used for the burning of refuse where the factors
of combustion, i.e., temperature, retention time, turbulence, and
combustion air, can be controlled.
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LANDFILL - Deposition of refuse on land with earth cover applied on a
weekly or more frequent basis so that no nuisance or insult to the
environment results.
LANDFILL, SANITARY - a) A method of disposing of refuse on land without
creating nuisances or hazards to public health or safety, by
utilizing the principles of engineering to confine the refuse to
the smallest practical area, to reduoe it to the sm11llest practical
volume, and to cover it with a layer of earth at the conclusion of
each day's operation or at such more frequent intervals as nsay be
necessary. .ASCE; b) A sanitary landfill is a system for final
disposal of solid waste on land, in which the waste is spread and
compacted on an inclined, minimized working face in a series of
cells and a daily cover of earth is provided so that no hazard or
insult to the environment results. (DHEM, CPE, ECA, Training
Institute, Solid waste Management Branch).

OPEN BURNING - Uncontrolled burning of wastes in the open or in an
open dump.
OPEN DUMP - The consolidation of waste from one or more sources at a
central disposal site which has little or M management. Some or
the problems associated with open dumps are: vector breeding,
fires, air pollution, water pollution, unsightliness, wasted larrl,
disease and accident potentials.
PICKING TABLE - Table or belt at which solid waste is sorted qy removing
certain items. Normally associated with composting am salvaging
operations.
POLYVINYL CHWRIDE - (PVC) - A common plastic material (general formula
CH2 = CHCL) which released HCl when burned.
PUTRESCIBLE - Capable of being decomposed by microorganisM With sufficient rapidity as to cause nuisances from odors, gases, etc.
Kitchen wastes, offal, and dead animals are examples of putrescible
components of solid waste.
REFUSE - Comprises all solid wastes of the community and semi-liquid or
wet wastes with insufficient liquid content to be free fiowing Synonym Solid waste.
REFUSE, COMMERCIAL - All solid wastes which originate in businesses
operated for profit even as office buildings, stores, markets,
theaters and privately owned hospitals am other institutional
buildings.
REFUSE, OOMESTIC -All those types which normally originate in the
residential household or apartment house. Does not include bulky
wastes requiring special pickup.
REFUSE FILL - A system& tic and periodic operation conducted to compact
an:i cover the refuse, on less than a. daily basis.
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REFUSE, INDUSTRIAL - All solid wastes which result from. industrial processes and manufacturing operations such as factories, processing
plants, repair and cleaning establishments, refineries and rendering
plants.
REFUSE, MOISTURE CONTENT - The weight loss on drying a sample to constant
weight under standard conditions, tentatively 70°C for refuse.
REFUSE STREET - Material picked up by manual and m.eohanioal sweeping
of streets and sidewalks, litter from public letter receptacles,
and dirt removed from. catch basins.
REFUSE TRAIN - A num.ber of open carts hitched in series and pulled by
a m.otor vehicle, the purpose of' the train being to collect solid
waste.
RUBBISH - All non-putrescible wastes except ashes. Consists of' both com.bustible ani non-combustible substances, such as cans, paper, brush,
glass, cardboard, wood, scrap m.etals, yard clippings, eta. Rubbish
weighs 100 to 700 pounds per aubia yard.
SALVAGING - The controlled removal of reusable m.a terials.
STREET SWEEPINGS - Material worn from. street surfaces, dirt and other
materials dropped or worn away from. vehicles; leaves, sweepings
from sidewalks, ani bits of wastepaper. They usually weigh 1150
to 1400 pounds per cubic yard.
TRANSFER STATION - A fixed facility used for rem.oving refuse from
collection trucks and placing it in long-haul vehicles.
TRASH - Exact meaning is vague but it is usually synonomous with rubbish.
WASTE - Useless, unwanted, or discarded materials resulting frOlll normal
aol'llllunity activities. Wastes include solids, liquids, an:i gases,
solid wastes are olassed as refuse.
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